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QUESTION 1

What options do you have for posting an asset acquisition? (Choose three) 

A. Asset acquisition integrated with accounts payable 

B. Asset acquisition using a clearing account 

C. Asset acquisition posted via the payment program 

D. Asset acquisition posted via the accrual engine 

E. Asset acquisition posted from Materials Management 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describe characteristics of master data? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Master data is used on a long-term basis for multiple business processes. 

B. Master data is typically assigned to organizational levels. 

C. Master data must be assigned on company code level. 

D. Master data cannot be changed after creation. 

E. Master data is a template for transactional data. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which characteristics of account determination can be used to assign realized exchange rate differences 

to different G/L accounts? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Chart of accounts 

B. Reconciliation account 

C. Currency 
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D. Valuation method 

E. Valuation key 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

What can we define into the chart of accounts customizing transaction (OB13 transaction)? 

There are 4 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Description. 

B. Maintenance language. 

C. Length of the company code. 

D. Length of the G/L account number. 

E. Blocking / unblocking chart of accounts. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer is running an SAP ERP system with New General Ledger Accounting activated. All 

scenarios, but no customer fields, are assigned to the leading ledger. 

Which objects in the totals table (FAGLFLEXT) can be evaluated with drilldown reports? 

A. Segments, profit centers, cost centers, business areas, functional areas 

B. Profit centers, cost centers, business areas, functional areas, divisions 

C. Business areas, functional areas, segments, profit centers, user IDs 

D. Cost centers, business areas, functional areas, segments, tax codes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer wants to clear minor payment differences for incoming payments automatically. Which objects do you
have to use to fulfill this requirement? 

A. Tolerance groups for employees and tolerance groups for document types 
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B. Tolerance groups for employees and tolerance groups for customers/vendors 

C. Tolerance groups for G/L accounts and tolerance groups for employees 

D. Tolerance groups for G/L accounts and tolerance groups for customers/vendors 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What are the necessary elements required to create a customer-specific drilldown report for New General 

Ledger Accounting? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. A form 

B. Characteristics 

C. Variables 

D. A report header 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

You entered a non-invoice-related credit memo and selected Net Due 30 Days as the term of payment. The Invoice
Reference field is empty. 

What effect does this have on the term of payment entered in the credit memo? 

Please choose the correct answer. Response: 

A. The term of payment entered in the credit memo is ignored during clearing. 

B. The term of payment entered in the credit memo is replaced by the term of payment from the last valid customer
invoice. 

C. An error occurs. 

D. The term of payment entered in the credit memo is used during clearing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What does the SAP Web AS provide? Please choose the correct answer. Response: 
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A. J2EE and ABAP in a single environment 

B. Real-time data exchange with all SAP systems 

C. Master data harmonization across SAP NetWeaver 

D. Storage of all transactional documents in one single database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to capitalize an Asset under Construction (AuC) using the line item settlement process. 

However, the settlement does not work. What could be the reason? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. The AuC has not been released. 

B. There is no settlement profile assigned to the company code. 

C. The settlement profile does not allow assets as valid receivers. 

D. The status of the AuC is set to Summary Management. 

E. The Depreciation Engine is not active. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following describe characteristics of master data? (Choose two) 

A. Master data is used on a long-term basis for multiple business processes. 

B. Master data is typically assigned to organizational levels. 

C. Master data must be assigned on company code level. 

D. Master data cannot be changed after creation. 

E. Master data is a template for transactional data. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

What do you define when you set up a depreciation area? 
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A. The posting to the general ledger 

B. The company code in Asset Accounting 

C. The account determination 

D. The asset number ranges 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

You can configure different types of Chart of Accounts in the ERP system. Which one of the following are 

TRUE Chart of Accounts? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Group chart of accounts 

B. Country-specific chart of accounts 

C. Operating chart of accounts 

D. Plant-specific chart of accounts 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 14

For which scenario can you use the cash journal? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. To manage cash in local branches and offices 

B. To make remittances to vendors 

C. To post incoming and outgoing payments in any transaction currency 

D. To record documents that will not be included in the general ledger 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You have been asked to showcase the "asset sale with customer" scenario in the next blueprint workshop meeting.
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What do you have to consider when posting an asset sale? (Choose two) 

A. You must specify the asset value date. 

B. You must post the sale against an asset that has an acquisition. 

C. You must use posting key 75 (credit asset) and select the specific asset sale in the account field. 

D. You must calculate and input the profit or loss from the asset sale in a separate line during posting. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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